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PRESBYTERIANS
DISCUSS NEGRO
QUESTION TODAY

HARRY THAW DECLARED INS kNE BY
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CAPT. FRANK HARLAN
CELEBRATES TODAY

MAE WOOD ON BAIL

BISHOP QUAYLE
ADDED TO LIST
BY CONFERENCE

OLD HARMONY SINOINO

C LOUDY

MAYFIELD WATER
SUPPLY WILL NOT
FAIL HENCEFORTH

VIE PA1M7CATI EVENLNG STTN.
Next Sunday the Indians will playsoinall.114Ltre.bal. to Kkag while two
aithstnading Marion played a good
lkt the ?Julians *ere a mu: the strong Princetdt train at Lesegueernioird
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strong team
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31); Dasis, If; Pillow, ef, Hawlid with Cooper at the bat, who drew GHibs.
kins, rf.
• pass and swiped second. Wilipm
Metropolis Wins.
bunted and he went to third seek,
SkIllIONAL LEAGUS.
Score Was 11 to 0 With Pretty'
Game while Hart brought him home with a
Metropolis won a' slugging game
Until Sixth Indy Yesterday
single. With the score 3 to Q In the from Unionville. 111. yesterday at
Afternoon.
Sc—.
ludians' favor in the sixth inning, Metropolis by a score,of 11 to 14.
Cube.
L. Pet
they wanted the victory cinehed, and Every player had on his batting
111
'9 ,GC;
to add to the batting aserages. clothes, and batting averages were Chicago
Cooper was first up aiorarew another fattened at the expense pf each Philadelphia .. ... . 15 13 .5.in
METROPOLIS
KEEPS REOORD base on balls. Williams followed pitcher. Except
-13 12 .62t;
for the hitting the Pittsburg
14 .617
16 .
with a single to center and then Hart game proved a little dull, but a large Cincinnati
16 IS
followed in quick succession with a crowd saw the contest through, Will New York
Boston
15 16 .4S4
Paducah won the vietory from safe bingle. - Marion had to change Block pitched for Metropolis, and he Brooklyn
13 l'8 .41:0
pitchers, but the batting feast Con- was hit hard for the grst time this
Mar.on, III., yesterday afternoon at tinued
.291
13
Indians had year, but got away with lib game. $t. Louis
until seven
the reeervation by a shutout, the Baal crossed the rubber whooping. Wil- Frasier and State formed the battery
score belt* 11 to 0 in favor of the liams got three hits, Hart two hits for Unionville. and about 20 hits
At (Ideas&
Chicago, May 25 --The visitotIndian.. Until the sixth inning the and Runyan secured a three-bagger. were pocketed by Metropolis. The
game was pretty, but then the visit- Others who secured singles were: feature of the game was the work of turned two of Frazer's posses and two
ors took a balloon trip and before Hays, Hidtg. Robinson and Goodman. George Block .behind the mask, who of the local's errors into runs, by
they could land the Indians had Hays caught for the first time with threw out three pla3ers going to sec- timely hitting.
Score;
shoved sieves runs across the pan. the ,team, and he played a good game ond base, caught two men napping
•
R H E
tcago
and the victory was cinched. No
4 6
behind the etc.
Off first base and then by quick Work
Neat 'fork
613 I
liksterlee--Frazi.r and Kling; Taylor, bbeGinnity and Breenaban.
At Cincinnati.
r.rrorg gavv
-431seduaatt, May
Brooklyn's only run.
Score:
R H E
I)
CruineoeltnIn4lti
.!
2 6 "
HaterIes — Coakley and McLean
McIntre And Bergen.
At. St. Lomb.
St Louis, May 25.-1Cnabe's dr;ye
for two bases made the only run it
the
R H F.
St. Louie 6
'41 6 1
Ph fladelebia
1 4 2
Batteries— Raymond. McGlynn and
Ludwig: McQuillen and Jacklitsch.
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THE KENTUCKY I
"1-)WIDE t31:

Comfortable!

STATE"

Commodious!

Cool!

C

•

VAUDEVILLE
MOVING PICTURES

l

I

1LLUSIRATED SONGS
es

MAY 25==ALL THIS WEEK==MAY 30
FOUR GREAT ACTS
Matchless! Incomparable! Magnificent!
The Headliners in Dutch amedy
NED--

New White Goods

BECKER 0 MACK BOB
"Honus and Heinrich"

At Great Savings

MILLARD -FILLMORE

EIATURIDAY'S RES171/114.

This sale of white fabrics is possible
because of several large purchases direct
from the 'manufacturers at a very unusual price concession. *. .*
• .•

Eccentric Character Comedian

Ransom! League.
Mica.), 6; Boston.
Cincinnati, s: PhHadelphia, 2
St. Louis, 6-2; New York. 2-0
Pittabtitg. 0; Brooklyn-, 5.

TOM - DELMORE

ADINJUCAN LEAGUIL
45 and

40 it.. French Lawn, sheer and

36 inch

Linen

Smooth

Thread; a

crisp, in the desirable feather weight;

grade that is used extensively Tor

a 35c grade, at, a yard.........

suits as well as embroidery work;

Standing.
Cob!.
W. L.
New York
IS 10
Cleveland
17 12
Philadelphia...
18 14
Chicago
14 14
DAM't
14 14
St. 'Louis
15 tG
Wash i n glom
11 IS
Roston ..
...... . 11 20

49c

66e grade; a
30 inch India Linon, a very plutty,
4

sheer quality; correct for all

poses, a yard

—

pur-

—9c

,36 inch l'nion Linen Lawn, a
sheer, crisp faipic
entire dresses;

for

very

waists and

35e glade; yard

25c

Burnt Cork Specialist
Pet
6 lit
5,;;

MUKKAY--.50;
4s1
370

correct for waists, dresses and children's garments;

a 25e grade, a
IBC

Yard

very correct for embroidered
35e grade; a

bric;

yUrd,.

25C

In Their Up-to-dale Travesty

_

kageriras League.
New York; 4; Chicago 0.
B?tsten, 6: St. Louts. 2.
Philadelphia, 2; Cleveland. 4.
Washington, 2; Detroit, 2.

36 in. Persian Lawn, g real dainty,
sheer quality, regular 2fw value, a
yard
19c

To Drive Out Malaria
And Build tip the System.
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S
TASTELESS CIIILL TONIC. You
know what pon are taking. The formula is plaint* printed on every bottle, showing It is simply Quinine and
Iron in a tasteless form, and the mo-t
;effectual form. For grown people
and children. 110c.

45 in. Persian Lawn, sheer' quality,
a very much wanted quality; wotth
35c yard; special,
25C

ehe Daylight Store

AGED CITIZEN OF BOAZ STATION
DIES OF QOINSUmtilo:s.

Remarkable
Success Attends
Our 25%
Discount Sale
An Eveni'for Clothing Buyers

William F. Alorrht, of Cairo Rood,
flumes .4way—Murphy infant
Dies.

Mr. 'Thomas Emery, of Boaz Stahon. 6
old, diva Sattirda) at moon at I o'clock after 3 long
It of conesumpt,on. The funeral
'A as Weld
y..sterday afternoon at
2
'.clock and the burial was in Mt
! .,gah (min( teory. Gray.s county. Mr
Emery was a prominent farmer or
[tom, and was a member of the Prestwostrisa church. He is survived by a
wife and ten children, 4 girls and 6
Onyis, Mr. Waiter Misery, a boiler
maker at the Illinois Central shops.
• a son.

Twenty five per cent discount is considerable of a redaction on clothes
are noted for their quality.

It wouldn't amount to anything on

-cheap- grades.

This store maintains its prestige on quality, and accord-

ingly every dollar

of reduction is a definite saving to son.

William F. Monts.
Mr. William F. Morris, residing 5
miles out on the Cairo road, died SatLirday afternoon of 'tymlifid
pneumonia. Mr. Morris Was 46 years old
.nd Is survived by a wife and four
hildrets. The funeral Was held yes'. nifty afternoon at 3 o'clock and
burial in Wedmore cemetery, Balliird
r-ipuntr.
•
...olseaws
Murphy Waal.
Mr and Mrs. dwin J. Miirptiv, of
I II Jefferson street, lost
their 7months-old infant daughter yesterday
rt ernoon. Brain trouble was the
mule of the little girl's death. 'rite
i.ody was taken to Morldis on the roon
;rain. 'The fnaeral and burial were
held at Marion this afternoon.

This reduction now exists on over one thousand
Men's and Young Men's Spring Suits—Roxhoro
and 'Hart, Schajnet & Marx goods—and voss
know what these labels mean on a garment. considermg that summer is just,heginning, this certainly is an unusual opportknity.
The original price tickets all remain on the merchandise, and

deduct therefrom this discount of 25

you may

per cent.

and 401&44

The rabbit's Tinge of vision takes
n the entire horizon.

frallerstein says goes.

All the patdat Infidleinee and
toilet articles sdvertieed in this

paper are on sale atl

IliciMborsoWs Lull Store
ir mirth and

se4soidoieniaseteeraiemitstamernisaamoolomaildig

sap

_
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This bill designed and constructed.opocially to please the Eye, Ear,
Entertain and Amuse the nuIneroul critical and exacting theatre gberS
of Paducah.

loc ADMISSION
"Any Seat In the House"

IOC

Children classed as "Infants in Arms" or "Toddlers," accompanied by
parents, guardiana:•or nurses, are admitted Free.
ONE OF THESE ACTS are to be confounded with titat "fly-6y-night" or "ham fat" character you usually see at the cheap terr-cent houses, hut rant high and
are booked only through the best vaudeville agencies in Islcw York and Cbitagn,
playing as a rule, strictly "city time." They come high, but the people of Paducah demand the best and it is with this object in view that The Kentucky is now
form-14 Ginned as a vaudeville and picture show for the present summer season
at a price within the reach of all. This popular price of admission is only made
possible through its ability to accommodate large audiences at each performance,
given every afternoon and evening during the week.
•

because it is equipped with 12 large ceiling fans and, being extraordinarily well ventilated, this assures a constant and rapid circulation of a
great volume of fresh air, making it a delightfully cool place on hot days and
sultry eveoings for sweltering humanity.

COOL

I.
4.

COMFORTABLE-in a superlative degree because its scats are large, roomy and
'luxuriously upholstered in plush.
of its great seating capacity, there being 1,575 seats in
COMMODIOUS-because
the house, in additiorrto wide aisles and a foyer that cannot be
exceeded for size in but few theaters in the country.
What more can one evect or aslein an amusement edifice than a first-class entertainment at the very moderate price of 10 cents in a cool, comfortable, commodious place like The Kentucky—a theatre the Pride of the State.

Program Changes PicAures and Illustrated Songs are changed daily, bile
the Vandeville Specialties am varied or dinged three times sack weak
Amateur Coltests every Friday iIgkt.
06 1. 4.,..6.7f 644114II
1 •

ALA.

•

"Nonsensical Raving"

, THOS. BEERY

which

•

SATURDAY'S RESEETs.

32 inch Pure Linen Lawn and Cam-

waists and suits;

DUPREE---ALMA'

Comedy Sketch Artists

36 inch India Linon, sheer and crisp,

•

FERGUSON

•••

•

;

Three Cask Prizes to the Ilium

)
4.

•

•

714WRAt, wit"an.'L
s

•

THE PADT7CA II EVENING SUN.
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rim
',Hatton. of the present congress will
exceed $1,020.000,000, an increase
It $100.000.000 over any previous
session.
, Sixteen Men were Ilijured by the
Mr. W111111112s, leader of the liesno •
ove•rturning of his explosion of an airship 300 feet
caved Li)
creole minority lo the house, rays tbe var.
above ground at Oakland, Cal. It. is
Denitacratie members sill weltome
News ban reached New Orleans of
call for au extra 1.4•11•41011 Of .V14111_40 the totalloas of the Nicaraguau gun- believed that two of the injured will
to carr) out the president's policies boat Omelets% which. accordlog to die.
The house again rejected the snail
and - that the minority will vote the advioes received, rail on a reef subsidy
proposition of the postoMee
against I resolution Attune date for off the Nicaraguan coast several days
appropriretion hill by a vote of 145 to
Lao.
adjourament.
•
154.
The Atlaptic battleship fleet. which
The rtatement 'of the New York
Charles F. Potter, one•of the
has
days
been
two
past
e
for
ti
divid_,ine
banks
house
e/eariug
wealthiest mein of tiinition count.),
tato three sections, was reunited died at Prat!I. Ittc
""b thst the hanks wild $36.4s'5 -'ed
I
Ton
Port
•
of
the
pasent
at
"
dm
„r
rendezvous
triali
,
the
375 mare
nsend
the 25 per cent re befell! rule.
v. net•iand proceeded to Seattle.
Good for Everybody.
The joint resolutiou providing for
is a &cream. ot.ak.ili.a7,5in th,.
Mr. Norman It. Coulter, a prominproportional cash reserve. as COW' the remission al a part of the Chinese ent arehlteet, in the Delbert Building,
indemnity arising out of the Boxer San
pared with the previous week
endorse,
Pranciseo, says: "1
(4 Illool was passed by the
Tbe Senate referred the. catupailtil troubles
all that kas been said of Electric Bithouse.
pabilelt)ebill, with the Cluniparker
ters as a Oink medicine. It ia good
amendment restrirtina eepresents- The deiath is announced in Paris of for everybody. It corrects stomach,
Bon, td the conon.ttee •a twirl,
ge leceenrois Coppee. the well known liver and kidney disorders to a prompt
and .elections. sh• re it will remain Frincr wet and dramatist. He sas and efficient manner and builds up
born In 1s42 and was elected to the the system." Electric Bitters Is the
until the next session of emigre?,
academy in Ilex I.
leiench
best spring medicine ever wild over te
Will Jeems. alias HI Kt, the negro
Democratic
eenoireasional corn druggist's counter; as a (blood purlThe
murderer, who skim his esquire from
the insane asylum at Lakeland had 'sluice or the Third district has, Per it is unequaled. Stic. at all drug7
terrorized the negro, poputatIon of caied a e•onvention for June 30.
Count) mass conventions to elect
Shelbyville and Loutsvil;e. uus
by pollee olleers of Sio lb) villa, who delegates will be held June 27.
(14.414(11: FAKE LAND 14AIJ•14.
The National City bank of New
fired for') sots at hint.
It Is expected that the Presbyte- York engaged $1.300,etho gold for Four Indianapolis 'Land Dealers Held
rian amoral amenably. now In sea- export. This makes a total of 132,as Plotters.
'Mon at Kausas City, will make plane 155,1mo engaged for export on the
tor an evaugeflatle canspaisfu to be present movement.
Indianapolis, May 25.—An alleged
begun within a year, to touch every
A quatterly dividend of $5 a plot to dispose of the land In the
art of the world.
share wan declared by the directors Cnited States military reservation at
Walter White, a wealthy mannfac- of the Calumet and Hecht Mining Fort Niabrara. Nebraska, by means ot
aurer. of Cleveland, 0.. suffered a company'. Si year ago the dividend false. deeds and mythical passes and
.
broken leg and was seriously injured was 120 quarterly.
characters were exposed this afternoon
• in the automobile races at CM In- Th• IneliCatioos are that the apprOs when four reinl estate clearers we're arrested
The men arrested are Edward Kes'et., George T. Vorhees, James M.
N. why and Perry F. ('arr. The sPeciite charge against them is that they
cooed the mails Jo defraud.
Sotue of the tracts of land sold b)
the Well, it la alleged, have been so:d
twice.- One man bought 160 acres
en which the buildings of the military
poet are sltuateU
The Port Niobrara reservation consists of lour townships, sknd it is believed that nearly six thousand acres
have been sold In.h fraudulent man,

News Notes From the Sunday Papers.
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Make Your Dream Come True
Why not a home of your own? You can have no idea with how little inconvenience you may
have a-cpmfortable and beautiful home until you have become acquainted with the many helpful advantages of...our credit service. By making a small weekly investment you actually
possess your home almost before you know it. It is better and surer than the savings bank.

Greencastle
Cabinets ,

SPECIAL

A good practical line that is
meeting with great favor.
made ofhtirdWood through
out and thoroughly „dovetailed; an extra
1
value for_

GLASS FRUIT JARS
Wednesday, May 27, Only

I Pt. Glass Jars, per doz
1 qt. Mass Jars, per d z
2 141 Class Jars, pertloz .
(One dozen only to a euntomer.)

58c
61 C
82C
•

a Gross Jar -Lids
191111..
Regular price 50c, our special _—__w — 30C per doz

Rubber Rings
3c per (biz
Regular pries 5, our special___—
nest grade, regular 10e, our special-7C Per doz
An orders given Nato attention.- These prices cash only.

a
Io••

f

czi(gr accleiret-Ci
THE HOUSE Of QUALITY
BROADWAY
itt 2 - 424

PHONES 1,7d

You Love
Your baby? You wonder why he
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Verrnifuge and he will never cry.
Most babies have yentas, and the
mothers don't know it. White's Cream
Verinifuge rids the child of worms
ant cleans out its system in a pleasant way. Every mo(h4r should keep
a bottle of this medicine in the house.
With it, fear need new enter her
mind. Price 25c. J. 47 Oehlschiseger. Lanz Bros., Co,0. Ripley.
Do

11 1
I }'
.

Don't miss this

$14 50

Large and complete line of Bohn
and Rooney Refrigerator,: the $1.00 Cash, 50c
best ever offered you. Positively
odorless and sanitary, always pure
and sweet. A nice
$14.50
one for _

20 Per Cent

a Week

reduction for Oue week on entire
line "open stock" Ilavilan & Co.
floe China.

$2.00 Cash, 50c a Week.

PoretollIce Discontinued.
Fair Dealing. a pottpflice over 50
)4i.ars old, located in Manghall count) between Benton and Birmingham.
has been discontinued by the postdepartievent. This is one of the
old offices of that county, having
been established there over half a
centtry ago by EnOs Flughan. who
in his day was the mozt prominent
merchant in that part of the county.

$1.00

The painting ot the Forth bridge
cost $10.000.

A week pays for any Bnek's Stove
or Range selected from our stock
and sent to your home on an absolute guarantee.

•

•

Big reduction on all Odd Choffoniers. A solid oak one with full
Flied French Plate Beveled Mirror,
a regular $17.50 value,
all the week for
$12

Prices reduced on entired line of
Odd Dressers. A nice oak with
swell front, full size, Frence plate
mirror,
for .

•

•

50

$12.50

317 Broadway

317 BroadWay

$1,00 Cash, 50c a Week

$1.00 Cash, Sk a Week
•

Our out-of-door furniture we show in many styles to suit
many tastes. If you want something "different" mid
'better" than utual see our attractive offerings.

•

•

A nice Rocker
for

The
Tonic
Voile
$5.75

4

A nice Chair
for

A restful Rocker is mone3- well
spent. We offer you a large variety
and it good one, strong and corn
fortal,le, as cheap
as----..--

1
Another Lot of Tunic Voile Skirts
In Blue, Brown and Black, go on Sale Today at

$5.75
'Tills Skirt is new in style and $7.50 would be a low price for it. We have just 30,
—
aid they went on sale today for

-

Nr7- Altman \ sup Flare Skirt
hi' into-al

model

10

The

ZaZa %.1)7if, with piped
flounces, ,JId tie.
1
beauties, too .....

5

Still mood lot of Wilde that
are on sale at
45e up to _._$425

All this week will be a special price sale on White Tub Skirts and Linen Dresses,
1.98 to'$10
also on White Linen septrate Coats, prices from..

$3.50

Nt:ioe Settee

nn.
$3.00

'A nice Roeker
for

A4.25
Thin nretty Ifo Cart, less parasol,
has adjustablefoot rest and reclining
back, steel gear and rubber tires, a
$10 value, this week
for

S8.00

$200 Cash, SOc a Week

SOME REMARKABLE CARPET VALUES
there is only
Our iMMCnic.aspring business leaves us with quite a nie c variety of choice patterns, in which
enough of each to cover onc room These we offer yr,u at greatly reduced prices :
VELVET BRUSSELS
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS
BEST WOOL INGRAINS
114Lf WOOL INGRAINS
85c to $1.35 a yard
60c to $1.00 a yard
5Ic to 75c a yard
35c to 50c, a yard

11111111;4;1 ;111111:

RHOD1,60
BITRYORD
COMPANY
INC.

Salesrooms 05417 Jefferson 3t

7'

THE PADUCAH EVENTING smr.,f•
awommaysLeitiorni-Neftwiegammilik
'

retie reerit

,

.-Ighteoueness hal been

of

marked

to the country, and he has greatbc 1Pabucab sun. lygoodaided
the Rosevelt aduouletratitin

• arroasoox AND WEMILLE.
Popular tents•
in enforcing reforms
TM SUE PUBLISHING COMPANY. Mont. Democratic and Republican hay
been behind the national adniinotragliDaimon &TED.
Brystes influen.
lion; but there
Presides&
INR.
• M.
stops. Business interests of the counMenager
thiogrel
PAXTON.
II IL
try, and this means more tbau Wal,
— street, have no confidence .n the
lffislisead at the peewee, at Pedueek.
Ky. es gaoled class matte&
soundness of his principles They are
afraid ofhlin. The hope eziweesed
IffillialCIMIPTIoN RATES.
of
Henry Watteraon that hatred
EWE DAILY OWL
eoutd
.a. .241 Itoorevelth dlietUrbing requires
DarrIse. per wee*
moll. per month, In advesse.. '.28 impel the east to support Bryan. bemsg. per year. in advance ....UM rause he would have a Republican
Sy
Win Ilemsoate IVY.
senate and could do nothing. anyway.
ROY NORTON
War year, by mall. postage Val ••51-91 Is already seen to be an Idle dream.
&dares@ THe BUN, Paducah. Ke... The progressive, aggressive business
Phone ille. interest* of America are not cowardly.
01les. 116 notate Third.
ILLUsTnergo By A. welt
of
& Times. Chigoes and Mew Presidents are not elected because
representative&
their negative propertlee.
Aarniemll
Such a condition as existed during
TIEN ICS con be round at the fellowpieces
this session of congress is not apt to
pa,
•
Ciements
D.
(Continmal from lest lastse.)
be repeated. Mr. Roosevelt's adminWee enlin Bross '
Palease Houses
istration has been stormy, because he
has been Introducing Innovations.
CHAPTER V.
Congressmen have been used to the
In Secret Paths.
methods of ward politicians on a big
Nippon. the home of the Samurai.
scale. They expected to do nothing In her adoption of newer methods, had
this congress, but economize. The not permitted her secret service deleaders had to realise that Roosevelt partment to remain in ancient form.
MONDAY, MAY P.%
Ss honest and sincere in his desire to Modeled on those lines which had
no_
secure just laws and that the people Made the intelligence bureau of Rusire behind him. Congress has learned sia one of the most effective In the
F COSICVLATION STATEMENT.
entire world, and profiting by the pubits lesson.
IP .
.
licity given to nearly every movement
ApeM--1908.
of importance in the United States,
er
NEW
THE
AND
GOV. WILLSON
she was minutely infornied of all that
YORK SUN.
4134
16
4083
111
had been and was taking Place in the
4109
The New York Sun a few days ago country she beped to overcome. She
17
4116
11
4106 published a prominent editorial under bad depended upon this knowledge as
18
4139
a
4088 the caption, "Is Gov. Willson, of Ken20
4126
4
• valued factor for the subjugation of
4080 tucky. a Failure?" mays the Louisville the American colossus, not foreseeing
21
4192
8
4083 Evening Post.
22
4125
,1
that q country capable of closing Rs
4055
23
It would be difficult to and any- doors to the world would also find
4138
Ill
4085 where an article, containing so many means to cireumvent foreign agents.
24
4105
II
.4..4081 misstatements. The Sun undertakes To the last minute she relied upon her
25
4221
le
4057 to criticise Goy. Willson NW then emissaries in nearly all the larger
27
4223
11
4034 gives a number of facts as Justine,- cities of America eider the direction
28
4078
12
4031 tion for its criticism. Almost without of Count Selgo.
29
4087
14
4097 exeetebon each fact vouched for by
4014 \ 39
81
Away back in the time of the Tokte
the Sun is a falsehood. The New gawa Shognnate. when the almost inA....
Velar`
106,646 York paper is ignorant of the political vincible leader Seigo was an idol to
Verne for April, 1908......4142 conditions In Kentucky. it is misin- the youth of Satsuma to be toppled
3971 formed of the status of the Goebel over only in the civil war of 1877, his
Average for April, 1907
a ..131 murder trials, it knows nothing of son was being educated in a leading
......
Increase....
Personally appeared before me. this what is happening in Kentucky. but American university. The downfall
May 2, 1908. R. D. MacMillen, busi- It undertakes to arraign Kentucky- and of the father practically exiled the lad
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms Kentucky's governor. basing each In the United States until family and
that the above statement of the circu- criticism on something that is not political influence had time to reale
pert itself, when by progressive steps
lation of The Sun for the month of true.
good graces of his govApril 1908, is true to the best of his
For instance, we find in the 'New be gained the
was given responses*
and
ernment
knowledge and belief.
PowCaleb
York Sun apropos of the
positions in affairs of state. His
kf, commission expires January ers case thew two statements:
knowledge of the American political
le, 1912.
"Caleb Powers is now uneer sensituation was complete and accurate,
PETER PURYEAR,
tence hy a Kentucky jury for alleged
Notary Public. complicity in the murder of Was. (Joe- and no man was better Informed on
the strength and weakness of the re.

THE
ANISHIN
FLEETS
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MtiNDAI. MAI en.

Haying thee ingratiated himsele(
the nest step was wadi eagy. fie ga
tected such tools from the mil,* of
these malcontents all seemed hest
fitted to his hands, and thereby ea
tablisherl a means of securingneat
that would halve bees impoasible in
any other way. From his little hovel
he directed these Men as seemed best,
assigning them to tasks of more so
less magnitude, and paying lavishly
for anything of value; and to Ms obscure place there came divers men
when night time offered the cloak of
darkness to the furtive.
Seigo's most valuable ally 9.8 one
Meredith. of English parentage. and a
man who for years resided on Cross
street, Paterson, N. J„ that unfortunate city whose very industry anti
peacefulness had made it the gathering place of the Reds. Meredith was
a machinist by trade, and an employe
of • supply house; so It V. AP not sue
prising that he brought news et
strange and unusual purchases made
through many sources by the United
Stares government. In this there was
nothing alarming, and it was rather
with curiosity that the astute descendant of a Samurai looked over
these reports and vaguely wondered
whether nay might have bearing on
war. He was sufficiently painstaking
to ask for others and check them up;
but in this he gained nothing beyond
the certainty that the navy department, while existing in a state -Of
seeming stagnation, was inwardly
very active. tie made many trips to
the points where these purchases
were made, but found them innocuous
in so far as he could reason.
(To be continued In nest essue.)
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Mysteries of
Life Revealed
Riley llurr
THE WORLD'S GREATEST
PSYCHIC PALMIST.WITHOUT ASKING A SINGLE
QUI.24TION, TELLS NAME.
AGE AND OCCUPATION
OF EVERY CALLER, NO
CAN THE FUTURE BE
TOLD.

BETHANY COLLEGE
6
PLK% FOR ONE OE OLDEST IN
t4TITUTIONt4 IN COUNTRY.

a
Se.M011 By Mee. W.T. Moore at Fire
Chrintina-4161dresee Its; sad
Reel*.
•
Chrtitian church services wers
largely attended yesterday to hear the
Rev. W. T. Moore. of Columbia, Mo..
preach. A song service was held in
ihe evening, under the direction of
Mrs. W. C. Gray arid Miss Caroline
Hiam, organist: Mr. R. R. Ilarringer.
of Ironton, 0.. sang a beritorie solo,
Mr. Emmett Begby and Mr. Siavia
Mall moans a duet. and Miss Faith
Langstaff. M-e. David Flournoy and
Mr. Frank Cheek were heard in beautiful solos. The char sang two *nth'.
eine. In the morning sermon ,Dr.
More made- it etreng piss for Detban)
soliege in West Virgin* 'shift Is tryng to oils* an endowisieut fund of
bv the one hundredth analverrary In le09. Mr. Robert Scott

Daily Thought.
"Caleb Powers is now the nominee
It lygd been largely through his ad"The self and the sacrifice in any of the Republican party for congress vice that the dispute between the two
effete the only measure of Rs worth." in the Eleventh district in Kentucky." nations, trivial in itself but port'sOf course every citizen of Kentucky tous in possibilities. had been used as
knows that both these staterneute are a pretext for war. Thoroughly cooANNA AND HELIE.
false. Their publication in a New
with congressional methods
Like two children, Anna Gould de York newspaper is not justifiable in ve-sant
in the United States, he had watched
Melte
de
and
Prince
Began any way. The aligebest inquiry would
Castellane
year by year the quibbtings of legisSot married before a :Hoboken magis- show the inaccuracy of both state- lators over naval bills Which usually
trate, and now Mr. and Mrs Prince ments.
en led in inadequate appropriations.
Belie are cruising around Italy. waitCaleb Powers is not the Republi- Of broader mind that they, he had
ing for Boni to die or agree on a MI- can nominee for congress In the Elev- long foreseen that a country which
Chibleen's Day.
sonable figure for his bereft condi- enth district. D. C. Edwards is the had come into distant colonial possesChildren's day at the Trimble Street
tion, and for Anna's brothers and sis- Republican nominee in the district. sions must of necessity enlarge Its
ters to get used to her new French Mr. Powers is not a candidate for ally navy and augment its efficiency, ex- Methodist church was a notsh:e servhusband. It seems that she forfeits office. He is in jail at Georgetown. pend money In unremitting streams Ice Sunday' The -program of tangs,
recitations and readings was forried
half her Income If she gets married
Again, the assertion that Mr. Pow- for maintenance, and stimulate its
without the consent of the executives ers is now under seitkenee by a Ken- Men to seek Individual excellence in nit is eat:rely, before a large tonereof her father's will, and es Beal spit tucky court is equally untrue. Mr. gunnery and drill He had observed sutton, and a substantial collection
rust was raised for educational purposes.
In Prince Helie's eye once betore
Powers has leen three times convict- the growth of conceit, which, like
a franc, they are afragi he id thing itet, and each time the court of appeals be math a coat of paint, led men to Die Rev. G. Wr.. Banks preached mornIt cheap sport at the price and keep has set the verdict aside. At the fourth be fee, so devoutly in American su- og and evening.
Lougenis Billings gave ths gree•tit up If the taupk returns to Parle. trial the jury stood 10 to 2 for ac- periority th3t the, tiegl.ctesi to ana•
lyre the actual power which could ngs in the children's day service, foe
mikes they give Boni a share
quittal.
positively be (fey-peewit Ity • process :owed by twelve little girls in the
Anyway Anna looks at it she is
The Sun undertakes to arraign
sure to lose. What her brothers ana Gov. Willson for other offenses, and of elimination hii estimated the fight- -tug "Little Ones Like Me." I Annie
sisters don't take Hells will spend, rarely falls to misstate all the facts. ing value of the Arnericen navy, die- ditY Ballowe recited "What Helve We
and Boil has a weapon he seems in- It is misinformed about the night ca-ding vessels still in service but tsone Today?" and Mildred liops.on
clined to use—the terms of their di- rider situation, it knows nothing about obsclete, and others still on paper but ,ave "A Child Like Me." The violin
as solo by Robert Pierce was a feature,
torcernent giving her the custody of local conditions, it undertakes. to try looked upon hr the unsophisticated
strength. Ne- is were the recitations by Camilla
the children. Root proposes to cue and eondegin the governor of Ken- a part-of the nation's
regarded as a small laeksoa. "Litle Sunbeam." and
by
for the custody of the children on the tucky, speaking all the while in total vinsl prowess he
factor when granting equality.
ary Anderson, •e•me mon Meri ng "
fit
a
aurathat
not
Helle is
ground
tenorance of what is happening in
Selgo's observations had been go rhe school was efteive in a number
elate for them, and he probably is Kentucky.
careful and his conclusions so logical. it 1100/19.
eight Of mune, a few millions of
days
few
a
The Cosrier-Journal
reports sent to and passed upon
francs passed to Boni would improve ago, In a special (Dispatch from Weill- that
the elder statesmen of Japan had
Revival Seniees.
Belie al an associate for Bones chil- Ington. exultantly published the news by
them to feel certain of victory
Revolve'. !services will-he oontinuel
dren: but even with the taeff re- that "the New York Sun has sum- led
Nor
was
declare&
war
long before
ill week at the Third street Methodist
moved French husbands are terribly med up Gov. Willson in terms far
had his predictions in the opening hurch, the pastor. Rev. H. B. Terry,
expensive things and are not durable from complimentary."
events been unfulfilled. True be had
assisted b) the Rs'. .7. W. Iron.
like the 4,inerican product.
The Sun is fast about as for from not expected the abandonment of the 'ming
•
Tenn. Fifty ehildv-n
Dresden.
—0
it
the facts as to what is going on in Philippines; but he had confidently
lead Christian lie-s
a desire
W THE NATIONAL PrITUATI-3N.
Kentucky as ii the Courier-Journal. foretold the period of torpidity, of eon- 'eared
service
the Seedgy
Democrats and fate shape thiege
region and lack of cohesion, whieli bad it
day.
for the benefit of the Republican parsatisfaction,
with
was
It
MA.!. A filealleCHT GOES HOME. followed.
ty. In every emergency the DemoA the trend of
Major George W. Albrecht retorns therefore, that he ob
Amman.
crats may be expected to do the things to his home in Mrddlesboro with the events when hostilities were finally
Ascension Day will be observed hy
their enemies could wish them to; and esteem
the quietude of ids
from
ape
declared,
law
the
of
wishes
and good
gcod fortun, has always attended the
the vrhote country walthig the German Lutheran church next
abiding people of this region. Hie Study saw
enterprises of the progressive part). service has been of an admirable for the government to act while ap- ehtirsday evening at 7:45 o'clock. No
erv1ee watt held Sunday morning hilt
Watered stock and wild epeculation chaxacter. He has brought order out psrently it remained somnolent.
slipped a cog in the prosperity mill of chaos and struck terror to the
The surrender of the Islands OM* he Rev. William Grother preached In
and there was an accident tart fall. hearts of the lawless. Major Al- as the first perplexing problem for ening* ,at the evening hour. TtiesNothing more dreadful could have bright did more than protect the peo- which he could neither account nor lay evening the social elub of the
happenid to the administration on the ple in their rights and liberties. He understand, and his activities prior to /hunt will entertain la the church
eve of a presidential campaign.' but. has activeiy and zealously aided the that event were nothing when calli- parlors.
Dot only has the party retained the civil authorities in rounding up the pered with those subsequent. He web
Mr. Lockwood's Sermon,
confidence of the public. but the very night riders and bringing them to the too adroit ever to have appeared as a
Mr. Pearson Lockwood, who is
laborer in the limelight, and was
administration itself has won out over bar of plaice.
.
fitted te drop from studying for the ministry at Ceetie
its enemies in the assurance of a
It is Major Albrecht's theory that therefore eminently
school, Lebanon, Tenn..
presidential candidate who will pur- the way permanently to restore Peace sight at the outbreak, when his fel- iksigetto
1,11e the same policies. and that and order Is not merely to guard low countrymen were leaving by hun- preached In the eyeeIng at the Gf•r
refuge serval man Evangelical church, on "Holding
through the force of popular opinion- towns from raids. but to pot raiders dreds seeking places of
or the Royce." The Rev William flour. Now, it seems certain that before next behind the bars. The "pen." he be- the border tides north and south
high seas for 100 quin will be able to reenme his putfall the induetrial and commercial ac- lieves. Is mightier than the sword. embarking on the
Bisgularly enough, race It next week. Mr. Lockwood made
tivity of the nation will have reached Silent as a sphinx as to his move- else ports.
eastern states had
•t good impression on his audience and
• ments, manly and dignilled in his prejudice In the
the old plane.
never reached the point of acute dis- has much promise as a preacher,
of
Congressional leaders. jealous
bearing. couteour and level-hea&evit
denizens
crimination which made the
the popularity of the administration, he inspired the whole western end of
of that section classify the Japanese
Fleet Baptist,
and resenting the independence of the the state with confidence in the pur- and Chinese in one broad category as
Regular servites sere held at the
mete- pones and plans of the authorities. oriental.; It was therefore easy foe
executive department and
He is small In stature, but every inch Seim, to don the garb of a Muscly, First WAIN thurt h yesterdaY by the
dent's issistenee on argressive
In the morning
regardless of the impendinli Is a foot of ro:dier. The soldiers Man in the city of. Washington, les Rev. M. E. Dodd
congreianspaign have tried its every way to under him have deported themselves prowler. a pigtail, and without inter Dr. Dodd made a talk to the
embarrass president Roosevelt. with . lo a manner tharbaa won for them ruption assume to pursue this voca- gation on the wn: k of the Clouthern
Daptiet convention, wkrich met at Dot
the result that during the (lensing days universal regard. Their behavior has tion.
In the evsning Dr. leodi
eprings;
have
heen
s
above
Thee
realreproach.
to
begun
have
they
01 congress
Fertile of resource, be readily dison "The Story of the
Preached
and
given
'been
work
hard
of
plenty
ariminietrathe
covered that in a situation Where anize that in threatening
was one addition at
There
Cross."
duties
have
dim-hanged
they
their
• Oen. thee sow also jeoparreziog their
archy might thrive the followers of
own chances to return to concretes, faithfully and efficiently.—Hepkins- the red flag would be his most vs.!. the evening vervice,
sable spies. Without difficulty be
and something like a panic is Impend- vIlle New gra.
—For house numbers, door plates,
allied himself with this element, and
ing. There is more danger for the
vomit
arctic brass and aluminum
br
footing
wItat
them
friendly
gained
a
than
districts
for
"I see a man intends to let a ratcoagresemen In 00111.
'becks of all kinds, rubber type signs,
the preeldeotial coudidete. The Item- tlesaake bite pins ion depend on netensibly favoring the advancement
Sfr The Diamond Stemp
I (ell
that of their eau,. In Russian domains. markers
-.crabs have made sure his election by prayer for,• cure
in him was strength. Vorks, 116 South Third.. Phone 858.
Their
confidence
whom
da,
faith."
leaders
WI'
of
selection
•'a
fined hy the fact that he was sitcom:nittledly supported, because thee - "I cal It eruelti to anInstes. tindehed in their language, which be
When the average eleOntan
. -if be would defeat ans body else lees somebody P going to pray for
the snake tter it's bitten such a spoke fluently, and was a liberal woo trolibie with her head she coniults a
might seleit.
tributor to their treasure.
milliner instead of a 4bctor.
Buss's preaching of political fool as that."— Philadelphia Ledger.

, Riley Hun'
HE WILL 11.1.1. 1411' WHAT
YOU CALLED le0K—ANYTHING YOU WANT TO
KNOW— ADVICE THAT
WILL DO lit/OD.
Discontented, unhappy, or
not satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or past troubles that annoy you? But CO
matter what your troubles
may be, you will be told of
them aud receive the proper
advice.

• Rikry Herr
Tel:, your past., your present
ate and (Mire flame. and
everything can be told by consulting this World einimmat
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who Is the greatest master of'
occuit science esti, psychic
forces the world has ever
known. .His predictions are
always correct, and never fell
to come true, as tliousands of
people will testify.

• Riley Hurr
POSITIVELY Ge.ARANTEES
ALL
WHEN
SILIX'ESS
OTHERS FAIL CONCERNING ISKSINESS AFFAIRS.
Gives never-failing information regard:ng all kinds of
business. iew suits, claims,
collections, Investments, speculatious. thang's. all's., pensions. Insurance. bleeds, mortgages, patents. inventions and ,
all financial difficulties.

Riley Hunr
G vf F ii uthfUl revelations
Wail love affairs, troubles,
marr.ages, family difficulties
and divorce. Settles lovers'
quartets, gives name of the
one you will marry and date
of marriage, how to win the
man or wOman yoa lOW ete.

Riley. Herr
Tells you how to control arid
faseinate anyone you love and
admire.
No matter what your life
has been I will start you right
again. 1 will tell you tow to
Goer)! friends and enemies.
Thousands haus become happy
by taking my advice. With.
out your asking ohs question
I will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
when you Will marry. Call
and I will send you away happier, wiser and bolder that
before; the sad and brokenhearted go Sway cheerful and
happy.
/leading. reduced lee the
next seers days only.

Private parlors. Henri! 't a. tn.
to 9 p. nt. daily and Sunday.
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Theme ainhasraihrta lust,'
tapkNy adding easy waits, rihs-rs
14.I'al •tairryllo-ro
sod ever
('all ;boo "Ili cart ISepartinerii
our already ie.( ie. tenon":
passengers and
big trip of both
freight for landings down the Ohio
She will return tonight at 7:30 o'clock
The Royal was in sad out for Golfond& today with a good trip of
freight and measliers each way.
The City of enitl90 was in la.t
Mae Maw&
sight at 7 rerlock from St. Louis with
Io 3 2 5 fall a big trot of frteght and a number of
Cairo
It 3 fail •seursinniets on her way up the TenI. 4
Chattenons&
#1
(
2$11) 1 (1 ese
Caneitinatl
poseWilliams
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frill,
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Wait
1
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Johnsonville
to New orleang from Louisville.
e 3 1 3 i.e.,
Th. Rumell Lord arrived this afMt Carmel ------171 I 5 fas
Nashville ...
13 1 o 5 rt.. ..-nritson from White river with a tow
of tit s ler the Aver & Lord Tie com4/ 4 3
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22 11 0 e In
_The.fsio_do Is de.. tonight nom Ike
Mt, Vet uon
river sad ell return Wed29 4 1 It fa '
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r:ellea, ...len' at 6 o'clock.
•Iviver stage this morning at 7, The itesper wen, up the Oleo th..
o'clock read 29.4. a tall of 1.4 sines!"owning to Pell • barge into the rite,
yerterday morning and • fall of 3 9 that is hard aground
W ft Smith who has been pilot on
store Saturday morning
Pactiet business has been rtiehing the Harvester, has taken the position
at the whartheat ante Saturday night. as plioi on the Egan
Claud RFOIth WPM Out as "cub"
'ries steamer Georgia Lee was in early Saturday night with a .big trip of pilot oe the lisltillo lent night
freight and passengers ea her way
from Memphis to Cincinnati.
YOU DON'T H %VIC Ti) WAIT
Sunday morning the .chatteaooga lbws lees ewe
leelbesten Leas-laia
arrived from the sppe! Tennessee and bums yew whets Imatelos right Sold on lb*
thattanooga with a very large Hip of naisarty-back aims eserTursellin eriesessems.
freight for Paducah, Rrookport and
eSetropolls. She will ptepere to teave
—I
week Ponocre auction.
for the Teaneseee river next Wastage- Den t raft t.. attend.
day at noon.
In the Dentheville trade the Joe
Fowler arrived yesterday
moraine
and returned tails morning at 11
o'eloek. She bad a good trip of
freight and peseenuers on both tripe.
Ttie John S Hopkins will be is the
Evansville wide tomorrow morning,
leaving the wharfboat for Evansville
141ger-k el %enlace Park Casino.
at it o'elock
The stock evisson opens tonight,
l's. ket host Three Mates brought with the 1.yeeum (ompany or fourIn an exeursion from Cairo yesterday teen people in "Daughters of Dixie."
morning and retunseel last night.
a popular. light piper just the kind to
Tht Gomm' Cowling was in the ste. smut the weather, and well played by
trotwils and !eider-oh trade today do- an excellent company of experienced
, Ing A 1;004 husincse. Of) both morning repertoire people with good wedrobe, and scenery. The (Timeline is
'and afteinoon trips
TV. If et'. Buttorff arrived in poet already rehearsed In the piece and
yesterday afternoon from the Cumber- the performance tonight will be as
land river and Neshville with • hig good as any later in the week.
'trip of replete
At the Crystal,
She left at noon toThe Crystal's offering this week Is
do lot a trip to Clarksville and will
Irtul n Wednesday morning leaving at unusual from the point Of view of
merit and unlquesese and Is varied.
.• /ein the same day for Nashville
The Meunier Dick Fowler made an Vaudeville and moving' pictures.
seursion trip to talro yesterday do—Attend pooteatee •tation togalgthe, '
- .rre a good bustnee* The Dirk left
port at 9 o'clock this morning with a This, is the leet wek.
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E. R. Cunningham, of the Cochran
apaitmentf. Ninth and Monroe
Mr H G Leonard. of Dawson
Springs, Is in the city oil business.
Huglees, Keveuth
Mrs. Russell
and Madison streets. and Mns Clara
Miss Lillian Simmons and Mr. flaY:Thornhill, 1123 Clay street, left thi
yesterday'morning tos Central City on a visit
Holliday were married
morning at S o'clock at the residebee to friendi slid relatives.
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ellen Larkin. 409 South This is Last Week of Regular
W. H. Simmons, on Lincoln avenue. Sixth street, will lease June 7 for
School Wolk for Year.
The Rev. J. R. Clark performed the Chicago to attend the summer seeceremony. Mr. Holliday is the popu- !slog of the University of Chicago.
lar clerk for Mr. Thomas Boyle, who Miss Larkin Is a teacher in the pri
conducts a grocery at Eighth and :wary department of the Longfellow sicisestuie copleted
m
and List of QuesBoyd streets. Mr. and Mrs. Holliday building, and will leave earl) to intito
SU WWILed By tirade
1
left yesterday for Joppa, Ill., accom- spect the Chicago schools before the
Teachers.
, r .
panied by Professor and Mrs. E. R. summer•vacation begins.
Simmons, of Greenville.
Miss VIrgie Wheeler, of Bowling
Green, will arrive this week on a
CHOSEN
DD
Orem= Tonight at Park.
visit to 'Mrs. Oscar Harper, 425 til'IlJYCT OF AItKr414
The German club sill give the first South Sixth street.
of its series of summer dances at
Miss Bessie Cooksey, of Union
Wallace park tonight
City, Tenn., arrived today on a visit
The last week of regular school
to Dr. and Mrs. Earl Dunn, Seventh
work
began this morning in the pubPleasant Card Party.
and Clay streets.
lic schools, as examinations will beMr. Charles 'Wurth entertained a
Mr. James Layne went to Dawson
gin next Monday morning and connumber of his friends with cards this morning.
tinue for three days. For the pupils
Friday evening at the home of his
Judge William Read has returned
It means
brother. Mr. Felix Wurth. Thirteenth from Dawson. He is much improved whose per cents are high
the last week of study, as they are
and Madison streets. Those present In health.
nempt from the troublesome exams.
were: Mr. 'Henry Wurth. Mr. Felix
Mr. E. J. Whellen, the French toAll of - this week will be devoted to
street. All friends, whether members Wurth. Mr. Fioen Shouita and Mr. bacco buyer, of Louisville, is here.
.eview work, and the pupils will be
not, are torceally invited to attend Charles Wurth; Miss May Pout. Miss
Col. Mike Griffin, Carr and Jloc
for
this meeting.
Rosa Lulea, Mrs. Theresa Wurth, Turner went to Murray this morning. 41ven the opportunity to prepare
the exams and escape failing. The
-Lawrence Gardner, the 2-year- Miss Katie Waltz, Mrs. Tesna Wurtb.
Joel Fort, a prominent organizer of
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EXAMINATIONS
BEGIN TUESDAY

IN SOCIAL CIRCLES

Who is Popular.
More than $2,000 in good-ascash prizes are to be given by
The Sun to the most popular
men and women in Paducah
and vicinity. See the details on
page 8.of today's paper,

l
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Healthy I
I Hens I
Plenty of Eggs!

Healthy Chicks, quick and tender
meat. 1 tonkey's Remedies kill all
lice and mites quickly and easily.
Conkey's Remedies cure any poultry
disease. It is the remedy that does
things quick and right and does not
drain the system.

THE LOCAL NEWS

I

25c Disease Book Free

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
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•
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Stop Paying Ben
and Own a Home
Built to Suit
You.

Cream of Tartar
and
Sulphur Lozenges

DO IT NOW

1

10c a Box

State Manager,

Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Brealway

W.E. Mathews

216 Ifillti Si lli'lleberg.r
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before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain uiSon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
and carries
Nether's Friend makes the danger of child-birth less,
gratefully tell of
her Safely through this critical period. Thousands

MADE APPROVAL
OF 37 TREATIES

the benefit and relief derived
from the use of this remedy.
Sold by ritNyelstA at Ill (up.r polite Our
ante book. I.Illair all about this Iluimeat.
owl !wisest free

Senator

•

Costs little to
Toehre Nsnows Agree Hy Treat y
With fruited stases- So Arbitrate
Future Dispielies--4'ongrese

• THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
UNITED @TATES DEPOSITORY.
$400,000 00
Capital, Surplus mad Undivided Profits
g00.000 00
Shareholders Responsibility
000.000 00
Total Respoaeibility to Depositor,
S. H. HGURFA. Preskiret. 1138. IL FRIEDMAN, Yke President.
Z RICH 1RDSON, At. (Ambler.
J. C. UTTERRACK,
INTERMIT PAID ON TOUR DEPOSITS.
VIRIK/1111111111.
4
A. E. ANSPACHttlt. S. R. HUGHES, S. A. FOWL)CR, J. L. IRRIRD.
MAN. J. C. UTTERBACK, DR J. G. IIII1001.S, BRACK OWEN.

The Allof _ tawdry Business
Its alphabet, its elementary
principles—were long ago
learned by us and are applied:
ability ('•knowebow" and
skill); best Materials (soap,
water, starch, etc.): care
(the "conscious" of any rue-'
cessful busi n ells mall)."
Hence it is that our work

•

pleases 99 Out Of 100 of our
patrons—the odd 1 should be,
and is, a negligible quantity.

STAR STEAM LAUNDRY
Boih Phones 200

120 N. Fourth S',

Avenue and.,27th St.":NEW YORK.
In the Centre
of the Slumping

ADJOURN

On "The

HY

TH

Rot

Washington. May 25.--With hUla
discussion and less publicity, the
United States benate,bas at this session placed its approval on thirtyseven treaties, more in Dumber if
not in importance than had been ratified during tweuty years preceding.
Twelve nations agreed by treaty with
the UnttediStates to arbitrate future
Foundation for continued
disputes
friendly procedure in' adjusting questions with the orient Is believed to be
contained in treaties with and legislation in respect to Japan.
A basis of settlethent has been arrived at with Great Britain by which
long standing and disputatious questions between Canada and the United
States are assured of satisfactory
agreement.
The gain for arbitration is regarded as a distinct victory for American
diplomacy., initiated by instructions
to the America( delegates to The
Hague conference. One result Jo far
is the approval of general 4rbitrati0n
treaties with Great Britain. J a pen ,
France. Ita.), Spain. Switzerland.
aproved. Netherlands. SwePortugal,
den and Denmark.
Besides the general arbitration
treaty. eleven of the luternational
treaties resulting from The Hague
con
were
realmference
Mad Expectect Thursday.
Washington. May 25.--Both ehe
senate and house will devote their
best efforts to so shaping their affairs
as to bring about an adjournment at
the earliest time possible during the
present week and as a consequence
whatever is done will be in the ppture of completing the work already
begun.
Most of the time will be given to
consideratioe of reports of conference
committees aesling with points of
difference between the two houses in
measures which have been passed 11Y
both.
e
All supply measures have received
attention from both houees, but there
are still points of difference in connectiv with some of them. tied
a special effort will be made to come
promise them. As soon as they
ted the session will come to

WALLACE PARK CASINO
LOCKWOODS LYCEUM STOCK CO.
14 PEOPLE 14
IN THE FOUR-ACT COMEDY DRAMA

"A Daughter of Dixie"
TONIGHT
Change of Program Nightly

1.'

,
••

,1 ;
.
4.4

ir

1.

r I

Advance sleeping cars leave Loubelite at 3:45 p. m., TiteedaYa and Fridays in June for Petoskey -11nd MackIna* City.
"The Northland Limited" with
&seeping cent for Meckititic. Little
it averse Bay and Grand Traverse
Day resorte, will be established June
2leth for the season. leaving Louisville
at 3:45 p. m. dally.
For particulars about through passenger service and tourist fares to
North Michigan resorts. illustrated
descriptions, etc , write C. H. Hagerty, District Passenger Agent. Louisville, KY

.1.`iii

„

nmkpnoor.
C

City Transfer Co.

••••••=•••••••••••.

sad. Filial adlosraniest will probebiy take place Thursday.
If You Don't
Succeed the first time use HerbIne
and you will get inetaat relief. The
greatest liver regulator. A positive
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia, Malaria, Chills and all liver complaint&
Mr. C -, of Emory, Texas, writes:
"My wife has bees using Herbine for
herself and children for five years.
It is a sure cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is aubstantiateil
by what it has done frfr my family."
J. H Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C.
0. Ripley.

MANY SUITS FILED

FIREMEN LIKE MIKAN FOR
COMPANY EATS AT NIGHT.
Probably the most unique pets in
the city are seven bull from, that
make their home le front of %'o.'3
Ire station, Tenth and Clay streets.
Beveral years ago Capt. Jobe Haughter had several assail frogs given to
DIM. and he put them in a eUIVect In
front of the station. There' the frogs
have remained, and bait, gloen to.
big fellows. In the day one never
sees the frogs. but - occasional croaks
reveals that the frogs have not disappeared. After midnight when all
is quiet about.the cecina the frogs
hop out from their home and catch
huge and insects. The ,flremen on
. station often at nights'
watch at the
has the frogs for his only companains
kecenCy Captain Slaughter has added two frogs to his cotiection and
they appear Much at home.

C. L. Van Meter,. Manager,
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499,

1111111111011111111.1111111111.11

FOR JUNE TERM OF CHRISTIAN
(1,IR4UlT COURT.

Stop Grumbling
If you suffer from rheumatism or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment
will bring quick relief. It is a sure
cure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Contracted Muscles and all pains—and
within the reach of all. Price 25c.
50c, $1.00. C. R. Smith, Tenaha,
Tex., writes: "I have used Ballard's
Snow ..Linissent in my family for
?ears and have found tt a fine remedy for all paids and aches. I recommend it for pains in the chest." J
H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C. 0
Ripley.

Headquarters
-far

1

You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I verve you. We
give profit Weilli•nal
tention at all limes.

at-

• A private light plant will be Installed on the grounds of "White
Haven,— Mayor Smith's new country
home, and the house and lawn will
be brilliantly- lighted. The favorable
position of the place on the hill will
cause it tole sees for miles armind
The
when the lights are installed
probably will
mayor and family
move the last of this week.

pEticEs loce 20c,30c
e

The Lucky Quarter.
Is the one you pa: out for a hex of
Dr. King', New Life Pills. They
brine yoli the health that's more met
lous this jewels Tikv them for headache, bilionene RR. constipation apd
malaria. If they illnaPPoint you the
cheerfulle retended M
price wiT1
all

ANDERSON, PHONE

915

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
•

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal chessper to ;Aare actrual soubscreetieens to sevfrom
eral magasines at the same time and order them Ill together
us thee It Is to tw t be saute magazines singly or etrbecr.be to t ern
Ouukbulaikm club offers are now made by 'ebb it suborparajoiy.
▪ hers to severs! Magazines an peewee bargain prices, rualetlmwe
gettiag three or four magazines for the price of oust or two. Subwr•Ptione may be went to different addresses, if deetred, and may beLet us know what magsaisee you ar• takgin with any morel
Om now of lir slat eargaiases_ you cant to take next year. and w• will
quote the oombln•tton price, showing atelag to lideRooted.
SAMP LE BARGAINS.
II 00
Cosmopolitan ..
McClere's Magazine $1.60
1 ,•e
.
,
.
Magazine
liom•
Americas
or
00
Reader Magszires.... 1.00
Shectwo
..1.65
Metropolitan ..
or /American
or World Today
Ii CliOn
—
or Woman's He
ir.2
All
$6 00
Oonigaeicia
Week?) Inter
All for $8.00, Ralf Price
81 00
.
and Partner
header Magazine ...$1 00
McCall
Magazine .. 64 *
Review of Revieere ..3 00
( w ith pattern
or Outing
Magazine—
.nHome . 1 00
or Alnelee's
or Smart Set
12 60
U0•
MI for $1.165. Half Price
Both ter 1111.011. Ralf Price
Room Magazin* ....11 00
it
Designer • • • • • •
..1 II
McClure's
(with fashloos)
or Cosmopolitan
I 00
Cosmopolitan
or A merieen
Reader Megaslos.. 3 00
or Success
$2 60
114.111
Ii Ow vise
Both for PAW
*lb

Clomplets Subscription Cistal ogee. with beautiful HIM umma ruler
cover, listing. all magazines finely and in clubs at lowest 11111411111..a•et
you tree on retioieg of postal card request.

)IAVolt SMITHS NEW HOME
WILL HAVE ORIVATE rLANT.

Johnann ()Meg Rack.
Mr W E. Johnson, the steamboat
man, who was acquitted in police
ettlirt of obtelning property by false
pretenses, his dee-idea to return to
Goldfield, Se,. and become deputy
sheriff.% Mr. Johnson was thought of
highly he the olleials and proved
such a valuable °Seer that the shell/
requested bins to return and become
his assistant.

-..
--

The Best Carriage I
Service In Paducah

HARRY

No Use to Die.
"I have found out that there la ne
use to the of lung trouble as long as
you can get Dr. tines New DiscovSeveral NISEI Riding ludireasenho
ery," says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush
Aro OM lier Illessimg—A Divorce"'
burn. Ps. "1 would not be alive today
Is Sought.
°sly tor that wonderful medicine. It
.••••
looms, up a cough quicker then sayelse, and cures lung disease
ingH
Mopitineville..M.. May 2f.—Fri- eves after the ease is pronounced
day was the last day for Sling snits hopeless" This most reliable remefor die four weeks' term of court dy for meths and colds. lagr1ppe
ethical will convene Monday week, asthma, bronchitis Sod hoarseness, is
and circuit court has completed the sr,ld under guarantee at all druggists
worts :of maklog out the docket for Sue. and $1 00. Trial bottle free.
the term. The docket contains a
t$a t 444 cases divided as follows:
A squirrel vas bite -deepen than
Appearance equity., 34; conUnued dec.
equity. 170; commonwealth caws,
150; °optioned common- law, 47; alipearasce common law. 44. This is
an increase • of 17 cases over the
docket for the June -term of alt
rear.
The case of J. M. Weaver, chaved
with sight riding. is set for the sixth
day; Mat Gholson, night riding, third
day, Dr. W. W. Durham. night riding. fifth day; H. R. Crenshaw. night
riding, fourth day; Willie Holmes
and John Howe. sending a threatening letter, seventh day.

Matinees:
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

Ladies FREE Monday Night When Accompanied by Paid 30c Ticket.

District.

r

In transferring to the city a. Plot of
-4•P'i ill
,.-,.
ground", adjoining Oak Grove ceme•
- --;
- i i 0,1111.I 1
r.• - *-...tery to be used for burial purpores
nil r a
'
"-•
Mayor James P. Smith eill sign the
ii
Gnat deed transferring real estate to
soother in his life. The me4"ir has
11
1,
lit::,
l
il
j•,
..,
g
rdways &littered to the policy of his
-'I'.1
t
„
1
'
I
father, the late J. R. Smith, when
I' I...
once he became the owner of a piece
j
1
l
i
aft61,t1 ,
J 1 111411)40i'
,gi
. .1111111 *
1
ABSOLUTELY
of Padua!' real (state to remain the
this
owner of the property; but in
••16'
cause he stepped avid,. from his usual
custom leoceuse of the feet the ground
t day and upward.
pe-5 Rooms $1.7
was really needed by the city to enVOSCiilL W SWEENEY, Proiveovvoia
large its cemetery and after &Hoeing EUROPEAN PLAN
I onistia..
the cemetery conoultee to fix the price
114.4. I, ItrtN,Ibt,..
g 1,41%t
s,
i.urusa.'r, late •4
kiwis.. 4, .t/tilt,
of the property the mayor signed the
deed Saturday, the only act of the'
kind in his life. His father. d.
Smith, signed only one deed, that conveying a eoe-half isterest in a briqk
party. wall.

Best Heeler lit the World.
Rev. F Starbird of East Raymond, Maine, sets- "I have used
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for several
Years. on my old army wound, and
other obstinate sores, and find It.. the
beat heeler In the world. I rise It too
with great sucrose in nty veterinary
business." Price 25c. at all drug
gisu.

Matine 10c

„
.....,..1 ..,:.....i.„.j.:::•
,

Northland Limited"

Over Peanaylvania—G.R.&I.

As.

e

, It

go in comfort

Through Sleeping Car Route

!

IMITABLISHED 1874,

in Summer

l'remitere Property to city to Re I sell
foe cemetery Porpootes---1011
Fiore Prier.

further out in the- county. Other
bridges to be built are on the WoodWing 13adit By Rued Supervisor Bert ville road and on the- Ogden's lane
leg road. all to be built of the same
Jobaboo.
material. The fiscal court aiso has
Road Supervisor Bert
County
advisement tile buildityg of
under
Johason has completed the construcon the Bryanes ford foal.
bridge
tion of a 30 foot reinforced concrete
piens to be submitted at. the next
bridge on the Blandville road just
'meeting of the court.
beyond Wallace park and this week
anwill begin the construction of
1Iw Evening Sno—Ille a Ireeb.
other 64 feet long on the same road
le/UNITY BRIDGES

Broadway, Fifth

MA( K JAMES P. /SMITH LI Eit
SIGNED IN IIIK LIFE.

Less Publicity.

TO

HOTEL VICTORIA

- FIRST DEED

Break,' Rectird With

—

EIS BRADFISLIP ISGOLATOS CO.
Allaata. Ga.

Mic an

•

Plether's Friend

,

11110TD4Y. MAY 118.
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Central Magaziae Agency • • Isdianapelis. Indiana.
The Robta-Merrill(Jonipany.

•

CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better and work )retter. Clipped horse,' are easier
to groom and you are hot annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We
have an-electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
good work as MSto dono, at the regular to ice.

THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
I 1••.+Irponst.a.•
Fourth and K•ntuerty A••nes•.

We Clean Carpets...
Everything in the
bicycle line.

If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.

S.I Mitchog

New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works

126-121 WS Wird Skeit

1.111~111111,110.11111M1111.

Phones 121.

AT, MAT 25.

•

WV

EDlln W. Wlll'ITEMOPIE'*

THE PiDrrAFT ErriNTsit st.N.
.t alOOD HEAPiON.
We Ilan ittuitil the glom is the Oily 9.1
• Paducah People ('an Tel You Why
It Is NO.

25c
Safety Razor
Made

REAL ESTATE
AGENCY

BROADWAY CHURCH a
HONORS EDIFICE

• PAMgZYL,

A Square Des.)
is assured you when you buy lir. Pierre's
Lundy medicines-fur all the Ingredients entering Into them are printed on
the bottle-crappers arid their formulist
are attested under oath as being complete
aud correct. You khos Just chat )U0 are
paying for and that the ingrodietas are
gathered front Nature's lareratory, being
selected from the must valuable native
Medicinal roots found gropotnt
etngito
e n cTh
our
American tares
hue
are per
liar.! to the most
delicate worn a
,
.
,•.r•rroinr;
•
jrummtr3imsit(JailflrMAi3l'll
,

200,000 PLAN Ii'5

Dean's Kidney Pills cure the cause
The
of rose. 1111 04 1111
III.
of dieease. and that is why the cures
t?...5,fion
phases
at
leas
than
it eta.ts. I 7:1,i /I, . of fi. I.1 11.1 •
are always lasting. This remedy
strengthens and tones up the kidneys.
front. See us 'referc placing your Order.
helping thorn to drive out of the body
Interior
the ilquld poisons that cause backThree Services.
ache. headache and distressing kidney
Huy one, use it. two weeks and
and urinary complaints. Paducah
if not latilitied return It and
people testify to permanent cures.
itoth Phone, 192.
%41IIIr Money will be promptly
%V. if. Sdilth, of 1012 South Fourth Aeneas and Song mIllin.1 ,,f (
refunded. We will have a ape14.11a.
I
street,
l'aducah, Ky.. saYs: "MY back • ale OrralltIOn of Building lindel sale of this Itaair WednesITI,..„(11119 Cu
rim
troubled me for some years and. it
, cer he
is &gen possess.%
pro% eiliesst.
day in our lizoadway window,
lc
c
properties of ita ow*.
!could ache so intensely at times that
7
arid as we only have a Bruited
being a must valuable antiseptic and ion,I would have to go and lie down and
ferment, nutritive and *within/ Sabotsupply you will "have to hurry.'
then could- not get up without help.
gent.
I I trod plasters and everything
Glycerine plays an Important part In
that PROGRAM OF THE WHOLE DA'.
Dr. Pierce's Gulden Medical Disolvery la
carne to my notice that I thought
FREE
the cure of indigestion, dyspepsia and
; would help Me and Slough I did reweak stomach, attended by sour risings,
heart-burn, foal breath, coated tongue,
:telve some benefit the trouble would,
appetite, gnawing fling
poor
feeling in stone
Music was featured in all of the
Sea sr T.I•pl•••• Ier
'return again in a short time as severe
. biliousness and kindred derangepas ever. I finally noticed Doan's Kal- three services le'd at the Broadway Manta of the stomach. liver and besets.
In Inks, Pencils, Enveloltes, Carbon Paper and °Mee
Besides curing all the above distressing
DRU6 STORE
Supplies.
i Ley Pills advertised and sent to Dii- Methodist church Sunday. The reguailments, the-GA.1.er Medical DiscoVer1
Does it mean anything to you if we say }Wenn Pens at 50e
Sole
lar
choir
was
augmented
Agent Eestinates Kodakii,
by the choir Ws specific for all de,eases of the'moons
Hula
Mesas "OS..." ntATICKIITTT
& Co.'s drug store for a box.
a
I luyierli Candy.
grovel We don't ask you to keep an)thing that don't
I tok them as directed and in about of the Presbyterian church, and sing- membranes, as catarrh, whether of the
suit
you.
PADUCAH. HT.
nasal
015
inueages
the
dr of
stomach, bowel.
from other churches, thankfula week was able to go about my work
We sell the vet)' best stuff made and know the
or pelvic organs. Even in its uleerathe
quality and
as usual. The lameness in my: beck ness being the dieme of the program. Stages It will yield to this sovereign remprices lire right.
lard shoulders alsappeared and My It was the occasion of the reopening edy if Its use be persevered in. In Chronic
\oil,e to contractors.
of the Nasal passages. it is well,
kidneys began to perform their work of the church after being cloyed sev- Catarrh
while taking the "Golden Jiledical Disli.ds siiI. le• rev( ived by the Board In the proper
way. Palan'S Kidney ers? weeks for interiur decorations, covery for the necessary constitutional
of Public N'orks, at their mince at the
Pills soon relieved me of all the trou- and all three services were attended treatment, to cleanse the teesagee freely
City Hall. on Tule:day, June 9. 19us.
two or three timer a day wrth itt. Sag.•'s
ble rind I can cheerfully endorse by large cohgregat ions who viewed Catarrh
Remedy. This thorough course
at 3 o'clock, for the reconstruction of
them." (From a statement given le the brilliant work of the decorators, of trestmeut generally celesta* watt
Broadway and Jefferson etreets from 190.0.)
with admiration.
taatia.
In cough, and hoarseness caused by bossNinth to Eleventh t•treets. with biMrs. S. H. Winstead, organist,
Cured to Stay Cured.
chin'. throat and lung /1ffeellol,, eltet•Rt con
tulitek, asphalt or isirined brick maIca In It. advanced etages„ the •aoiden
On Febrnary 18, 1007. Mr. Smith played morning, afternoon and evenat blecovery" Is a most effklent remas per' Wens and specificatio
ing.- In the morning service the an- edy. especially
Native to Cmatractors.
In those obstinate. bane-on
said:
audeepecitieations in the City Engin"I
gave
statement
a
in 1900
in the ()Mee of the City Engi neer,
caused by trrttatioo and congustion of
Bids will be received at the 1,ffi( e 1.1 es office, under the
telling of the cure [loan's Kidney Pills them. "I Was Glad." was sung by the coughs
the
ordinanees aubronchial
mucous
menitiranre
The
•
Dis"
under Of (I i nancp alit horiZitig same•
"Meted. arid after the; long test I take choir, and the offertory was given by cover," Is net so good for acute coughs aris- of the Board of. Public Works in the thorizing these improvements.
-HOARD
sudden
fmm
ing
colds,
Mrs.
OF
nor
Lela
PC111.1(7
mull
Wade
it
be
Lewis.
exWORKS.
hall.
city
soprano;
on
Mr.
Tuesday,
June
2nd, le: S
These are the foundations upon
pleasure in aintin endorsing them to
pected to cure consumption in its advanced
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By L. le. KOLB. Secretary. the
*1.1.11 we are building success.
public, for I do not believe they Emmett Billtbg, bass, and Mr. Slavin stages-no medicine will do that-but for all at 3 o'clock, for the construction of
etinate.
chronic
By
L. F. Kolb. secretary.
court's.
which.
Mall,
1. A WASHINCTON,
If
nentenor.
The
Rev.
concrete sidesiglks and curb mil gutG. T. Sullivan
have an equal. They made a com( our !roma are groAnsed ter the
or badly treated. lead up to
preached on the subject "The Ele- doe is tett, leas .m-.Itetne hat rtmementoCity Engineer. plete cure
L. A. Washington, City Engineer.
bushel, ter on Broadway from First to Wittef
in my case, as I have not
pink i if conditlen'always and our
rtreet, both sides: on the west 17d4
had _an attack of My former com- ments of the Church's Strength."
equipment the hest, yet our
Sunday. morning's congregation filled
of Water street from Broadway te
•
Notice to Coatractora.
Notice to gravel Dealers.
plaint since."
prices are extremely rewernable.
the church auditorium.
Kentucky avenue, and on the north
Board of Puller Works,
sal.by
For
all
Bids
will
dealers.
be
Price
5.0
received
by the Board
Nest time yen want ti take a
side of Kenturecy avenue from First of Public Works, at
Ilia will be received until 3 cents. Foster-Milburn Co
Afternoon. •
Buffalo,
their office at the
drive, just call
At 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon aa
Water street; and also for the con- City Hall, at 3
o'clock, P. M.. May 29. 19trs, for New York, sole agents for the
to
o'clock Tuesday afUnited
organ recital drew another flattering
the eonstructIon of a brick driveway States.
struction of Tenth street irom Broad- ternoon. May 26th.
194)11, for furaudience.
The
way
aml the setting of granite curbing
to
program
Kentucky
was:
avenue
vitriwith
nishing gravel to the City of Paducah
Remember the name-Doan's-eSOAR!) OF PUBLIC ettkithei AUOrgan prelude-Mrs. S. H. Winith a concrete gutter, at the City and take no other.
fied
brick,
bitulithk
or asphalt ma- for repair work, deliveries to be made
THORIZED SIDEWALK WORK
stead.
Hosptial, corner of 4th and Clay
terial, as may be determined by the North and South of Broadway,
as
Anthem.
"0 for a Thousand Tonerreeis. P.ans and specilicipLons can
General Council; and also for the directed by the Street Inspector.
gues to Sine-Choir.
ht. men at the City Engineer's, ()Mee
constructkre
of
concrete
sidewalks,
BOARD
OF PUBLIC WORKS,
411-421
taker noel
Organ solo (Excello)-Miss Cour- On Jefferson MO Broadway and Grad- and curbs and gutters, as per plans
I.. A. WASHINGTON.
Is F. KOLB. Secretare.
letterior St.
tie Puryear.
100
ing and Gras eling of Clark
City Engineer.
Solo. "Mighty God"-Mrs. Lela
St met.
Wade Lewis.
-1111
Duet-Mrs.
Lela Wade Lewis and
Tel BE SUPPLIED GRA(1.: CHINIVIN
Mrs. W. C. Gray.
P.tRISH BY DIOCKSE.
Solo-Mils Ruby Lamb.
The board of public works signed
Solo-Mrs. David Flournoy.
contracts with George Weikel for the
IT DRAW3 to itself the
Solo-Mr. Robert Scott.
construction of concrete sidewalks
small change which you forugh 4'ontplinient Paid Eflit leney or
Trio-Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis. Mr. and curbing on Jefferson street and
merly scattered. It starts a
Emmett Bagby and Mr. Slavin Mall. Broadway from Ninth to Eleventh
it..etor D C. Wright and Growth
growing bank at:Count end
of This Parish Ity Bede".
streets and for thy grading and gravOrgan pustiuds.
creatss a fund which will tiChoir: Sopranos-Mrs. Lela Wade eling of Clark street from Tenth
DENTIST •1i
nilljnerake you independent.
Lewis. Mrs. Ed Bowles, .Mrs. David street to Gould avenue and Gould
that First Deposit
Flournoy, Misses Ann Bradshaw, Elva avenue from C:ark street to BronFratirrl Bvithig- Res
today. We pay four per
The Rev. David Cady Wright, rec- Jones, Julia Scott, Ruby Lamb, son avenue. Work on the improvetor of Grace Episcopal sparish, an- Letha Puryear. Altos-01re, Gray. ments will begin at once. President
cent. interest..
rsouaced swatercley that on adefee of- Mrs. Hubbard. Wry. -George IL,Hart. Rudy and William Katterjahn were
tstrectIng Teeth and Plate
Blebop Woodcock at the recent mune Mrs. Ida Stanley. Miss Curd, Miss the •only members of the board
•
Work•Specialty.
cil of the diocese of Kentucky, an Lucyntte Soule. Tenors-Mr. John present.
appropriation was made by the come- U. Robinson. Mr. Slavin Mall. Bassos
m•IMI11.
ell for the salary of an assistant rec- -.Mr. Robert Soott, Mr. Will
11111.: BLACK TH.t.T
Clark, F X 1 I.E. FOR MANY txnEsin [ILES
WO'COME (117F. tor for the parish. The bishop did Mr. Emmett Ilagby, Mr. Frank Cheek
this
realising
the
advantage Paducah
DR. KING BROOKS. aisorrisT.
*ill Green .
sie the -only black that we dye
Dangerous Foreigners in colonel.)
offers as the starting point for the
your goads with. We still tak.•
Evening.
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We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values
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FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
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SIGN CONTRACTS

HAWLEY AND SON

ASS'T RECTOR

•
•

The First

Dr. Stamper,

a

Deposit is a
Magnet

215

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

Fr.

210 Broadway

IN METROPOLIS I

Automobilists and Boat Owners

OSifDION

•

SPECIAL NOTICE

BOOKKEEPING

SHORTHAN D

DRAUGHON'

•

Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.

Nervous

HENRY 11A11111,EN, JR.

1. T. DONOVAN.
Agent City Onion, Paducah.
K1.
1.%IL PR A THER.
Agent Union Depot-

KILL Twa COUCH
Ake

CURE

TM

LUNGS

Dr. King'
s
New* Discovery

7:TiSit•

FOR Cgeges 7.r

AND AU. Timm PND WWI TIMM ES.
r)[TA RAMMED IIIATISFAOTOR
OR MONEY iiiaIINDIW.
ins o AIselimmenomonioneomIll
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Rose Plants for 2c'
Brunson's last OW on bedding plants. Rose plants, Goor 11 I 1111I, Colt+. etc., at, 2
rents
I.:opt-lea and heat
sort ment of roses at lowest
prices ever offered in Padncah.

Break-Down

Nerve
the
force that
of
circulation, digestion and
elimination. When you
nervous,
is often because you lack
energy, and the process
of rebuilding and sustaining life is interfered with.
Dr. Miles' Nervine has
cured thousands of such
cases, and will we believe
benefit if not entirelZ

cure you. Try it.
-ary, nervous "yowls pee awe,

$5,00 Package of
lieubianes Ideal Perfume

RAILROAD NOTES

GIVEN AWAY

Quincy P. Wallace and Fred McCreary. chairman and \Pecretary of
the grievance coinmittee for the
Order of Railway Carmen of the IIII,
nois Central system. have returned
from Chicago, where they attended a
Meeting of the committed. The meeting was Important, as all existipg
differences between the railway (Alicia's and the carmen are said tb have
been settled-in a satisfactory manner.
The nature of the differences settled-1
are not made public, but it Is understood the employes are well satisfied
with the result

To introduce onr tine Violet Tan
cnm Potteder, we are going to give
this as a prize to the lucky one of
the purchasers of the first gems
Wads
If the winner desires, we will
exchange for the prin., same Yakie
of anything in (Jur store.
Call,
send or telephone for a :Xic package
and get a chance
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Early Times
And

.

Jack Beam
The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for

years

charred oaken barrels,

FREE!

in

at

an

I
even temperature, and has

a

uniformity due to perfect aging.

S. H. WINSTEAD

-

,

1900.

Bottled in bond spring
Sold

everywhere.

1)4.et (14.11s.i•
ith aid lireadvay
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IIHOUNCEMENT BRINGS MANY A NAIR
FOLKS TAKE KINDLY TO CONTEST GAME;
GET IN AND WIN A PRIZE AND FAME

ISIIIIIMmmemmommor

Folks Like Thc Sun and The Sun Likes
Folks—That's Why This Paper Now

announcement on May 2'3 and will
close on the great national holiday,
Great $2,000 Propositon Ad- July 4. That makes esatitiy six weeks
will be no extension of
vanced by the Sun Hu Been There
the time of the contest. %ellen it's
Before the Public Two Days, over it's over, and the happy. lucky
ottes will be lugging home deeds for
But Has Already Aroused a real estate, orders for fine furniture.
rare jewels and a buneh of other

Tremendous Amount el Ksthulium.

ARNOUNCEMENTS ON

etcO1)4T, MAT lai

TTIF P1T)T-Ctrf I'Vr\ TNC. CT'N

'SWIM OMR
alingmsaab___

TUESDAY

Watch tlw List That Will Appear in
Tuesday's Issue of The Sun—If It
Does, Not contain the Name of the
Right Party Be Sum it Gets There
Before Asiotber Day.

Offers the Tremendous Aggregate of

things.
Who Are Eligible?
Any white person, man or woman
of good character, residing in the territory covered by The Sun may become a candidate for the honors and
the prises In The Paducah BYO',
Greatest Popularity Contest.
Deratton—Awards.
The contest starts with today's anneeincennete and will continue till
,July 4, at 9 p. m., at which time a
committee of well-known and trees.
eorthy citizens will be chosen to deto the
termine who are entitled

•

•

MORE THAN $2,000 IN PRIZES

prizes.
More Than $2.000 in Prises.
The Paducah Evening Sun's Great
Following is a description of the'
Popularity Contest is only two days
offered for
old but it is the. lustiest youngster for magnificent list of prises
the winners in this contest together
ite age you ever saw.
411W1•1111111111.11111•11
the afrargement governing
Saturday's paper containing the an• With
distribution.
their.
seta
which
contest
the
of
eouncement
The candidate securing the' highest
a new record for prizes in this section,
regardless of dishad not been on the street thirty min- number of votes,
The First Grand
utes when the people phoned The Sun trict. will be given
double building lot In
one afteF the other stating that they Prize, a $700
Heights. Paducah's prettiest:
would be candidates for the honors Gregory
suburb.
prizes.
and the splendid
The candidate securing etre second
Then a little boy came in with an
envelope containing a ballot clipped highest number of votes.. regardless
from the front page of The Sun and of district, will be given The Second
two-carat,
nominating one of the most popular Grand Prize. a $400.00
at
young ladies of the city as a candi- blue-white diamond, on display
Jo Wolff's jewelry store, 327 Broaddate 1n the contest.
Before closing time a score of peo- way.
After the judges of the finish of
lee had been nominated and this
the
contest have awarded the Grand
times
several
brings
mail
morning's
the names of the two winners
Prises.
peo
popular
of
names
that many more
the list of con-i
tee. All of them have 500 votes to will he stricken from
district prises!
start with, all starting abreast. But teetants and the nine
as follows:
they won't be that way long. Pretty will be awarded
The three persons who lead their
soon some one will get right busy and
Oen in a few more subscriptions than respective districts will be awarded
any of the others and take a place a a $300 piano, on display at W: T.
little ahead. Then someone else will Miller & Bros.. 520 Broadway, a $150
Garget the Idea that It is a good thing suit of furniture, displayed at
to lead the list and the former leader ner Bros.. 207-213 South Third. a
displayed
will be dieplaced forts AI/ or two. $100 buggy and harness,
At Powell-Rogers. 129-131 North
That's the way of a neatest: •
The manager of this ronteet' has Third. The above three prises
been similarly connected with a great be given to the three district leaders'
votes1
many others but in all his experience in the order of the number of
them.
ereditedto
over
work
anything
be has never seen
The three persons who receive the
a whole community as quickly as
this contmet put on by The Oen has second leigheet number of votes in
be
will
stirred Paducah to the depths of this their respective districts
live little city. It generally takes a awarded the following prizes in their
week before many people in a town order of rank—a $65 wateh on disknow there is a contest on, but in play. at Pollockl, 333 Broadway. a
less than two days, and one of them $50 lady's or man's watch at Nage:
and
Meyer's. corner Third
Sunday at that, have done the trick and
Lere and the- magnitude of the deal is Broadway, a $50 Miller range. die
practically the one topic of converse- played at Hank Bros., 212 Broadway.
tksu today.
The three persons receiving the
Eleven regular prizes, ranging in
value front $700 to $25, and satiny third highest number of votes In
be
will
other special prises to .be announced theih respective districts
a
prizes,
following
the
awarded
it?
brn't
gas"
big
Pretty
later.
at
displayed
1$37.50 refrigerator,
If Not Already lo.
If you have not already done so, i lienneberger's. 422 Fieoadway. a $25
sit right down with Saturday's paper lchair or other furniture from Rhodesa
Ned today's paper. a pair of scissors Burford's. 112-116 North Fourth.
on
watch
or
lady's
man's
$25
display'
coupons
the
out
clip
pencil,
Lod a lead
on the front page, fill in the name ee t J. L. Wanner's. 311 Broadway.
In addition the management of
your mei( or your popular friend and
$100 in special
mail the coupons to The Sun office. The Sun will spend
be distributed to busy canIt is important to be in on the ground prizes to
the progress of the,
flour in this =Me Saturday's ballot didates during
g
i
a grand total of'
tainfilli—
contest.
34,
ounted WO and today's counts
more titan $2.000 la prises, to be'
but only one of each of them will be
- ---e —
nearby
gratis.
.
- ...------sztatcEOILet her know now. wirer she Is alive, Frodwood, at Charleroi, a
—:
counted for a candidate. Hereafter distributed
Auding the north side of Broadway.:
Let her feel that town, today resulted In two cases of
that you lore her
Tabk. of Values.
city
the coupons will be far smaller so It
the
! the babe sh.• fondled i n her molts kaalsuppoeed poisoning, which are being
District 2 comprises all of
Besides the coupans which are! of Paducah south of Broadway, inis to the advantage of the candidate
not grown swilo from her In man-, Insestigated The package cause front
and
which!
Sun
The
In
daily
printed
to be sure and vote these big coupons
cluding the south side. of Broadway'.
hood
and womanhood, but is just as this clt), but the sender is unknown
instead of walling till they .ara-a11-11 • te gocul_fdr the AuMItta ot,701.1:114--District 3 comprises all of the termuch h er (hi id
- Mrs Fred wood ate one of the oranges,
tie ones and you have to spend sev- lactated on them if voted before the ritory served by The Sun outside '
"Mothers have their reward In the l and Abraham Lewis, a caller, satopied
eee
eral days to get the reeulis that you time limit staled, contestants may!se- the Plaits of the clty of Paducah.
'
lives of her children. so let not the.the
whisky. They became ewriesseee
cure subeeriptIon votes aeebrding to
would now get In three minutes.
History- was made in the- life of the' i ce!' God will hardly come into that world see a wrecked life as the rceilll and for a elms, their
Cemtestants may secure subscripcondition ass
schedule:
following
the
vote.
home.
I
-ale terlan
Be wise, get busy, and
tions anywhere they wish. For in- the Kentacky Avenue Ire
She is your critical, but it is said both are out of
effort!
suit of her
FOC Payment by Old Subscribera, stance a candidate in District 3 is church Sunday, when the largest con"Napoleon cherilihed a high conNowslaatiou List. Tomorrow.
when • 1 others have falled.kanger
The whisky apd an orange
By Mail Votes!entitled to tarn in subscriptions from gregation ever teen in the church Neolon of a mother's power and be- friend
By Carrier
Watch tomorrow's teepee. It wilt Time
and If you have done wrong base the will Is. analysed to find if they concould
2.25,14
land
the
$3.00
of
mothers
$4,541
the
lieved
eke
"Mothers'
the
and
el:MAW a list of persons that Imre 1 year
1,
District
hear
to
was
present
or
District 2
and Ilfl tale poison. and an effort will be made
He manhood to change your lifeMcKinley,
1.200
2.441
thus far been nominated le the con- S months 3.44er
sermon and Services. Men were ; shay& the destiny of France.
versa.
President
her bowed head
to learn who sent the gift
great
I
u
40
'The
style.
laconic
1.50
his,
INald
in
mouths
4
of
them.
test. There will be scores
New subscribers are those who Were conspicuous In the' congregation and
touched the nation's heart by his de-I
faA
6,0
0
mothers.'
e
1
s
:
P
l
l
e
is
900
Prance
uktbo Irate many of them attaaded that service, I need of
'hey are all good people. Many of 2 years
not taking The Sun Mi:
%Aleuts to his old mother after he late il omortenly iipareisapodo for
t. Trans- who are not regular attendants at mous Roman orator said, 'The ent calms' t he chief exerutlye"
them probably friends of yours. Look Ilat Advance Payment by New Rob-,ofthe start of the c
Rh..MOfireside,' . and
scribers.
it over. If the right name is musing
fer irom one member of a family to any church. Many old women were I etre Is at the
By Mail Votes' another or to someone else living in there and all wore white carnations. Ilammotel spoke truly when he said.
By Carrier
be sure, you supply it before The Sun Time
O.
Higbee. Danville, Ti.., writes,
1112"131 pkiiittne TWO.
4,500 I the. game k9Utte will not be counted at Those__ Who dkL_IIK conic with the l'Paradise is at the- feet of mothers.' EXPRIV.444,
$1.00
$4 50
1 year
again.
December 2. 1201: "About two years
all
rings
hand
Wesley's
2,441e!
"Suaanah
''.2.00
$ months 3.00
through the
a new subscription
flower were supplied
Phowe for the Vontest Ma.
maize,mid ago I was laid up for four months
Anaerasous
In the
lel w ri
1.00
There is an Individual now connect- 4 months 1.1d
generosity of a member of the the Methodist church bells
with rheumatism. I tried Ballard'e
III.
Sake
Pair
-Miltimilty
world's
world. Numberless of the
6.00 12,040'0
9.00
monicariene to church.
Weimer all
ed with The Sun whose business It is e years
Snow Lihifnent; one bottle cured raw.
their power
Subscription payments of less than,The Sun, (Neste* itepartuseat.
to talk to interested parties and tell
The Rev. J. R. Henry announced i greatest preachers owe
"I esti cheerfully recommend It to
Pittsburg. May 24.- The receipt of
to the
That's $1.00 be mole and $1.e0 by carrier,
today that the success of sesterday's iand choice of the ministry
theta all aboet the contest
package coulalttlag II all eielletring from like affliction." 2Sc„
fin express
moth
saintly
of
their
learl
teaching
to
him
what be is in PaducNt for. That be- will not be accepted as counting for
"Mothers' 1)95" had decided
Lauds* Ills. Tobacco.
of 50c and $1.004. J. H. Oeh1chlaeger,
His ors. Philip leideette's mother taught'elate of or-Attars and a quart bottle
make it an annual service
log the cane, don't hesitate to come votes,
Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley
shatituel
of
Mrs
home
theat
whisky
Louisville. May 15.—The People's
new
and
old
the.
bY
testament
No eenploye of The Sun or member
morning sermon seemed to touch a him
sight down to the office and take as
warehouse sold 8 hhds, of burley at
and
tees In the chimney
responsive chord In the hearts of means of
much of his time as you want, lie of an employe's family will be allow$8.910 to $13 25. and 22 hhds. dark at
Veen, the eminent London
both Men and women yesterday, and Re hard
will tell you everything about the eel to enter this contest.
$6 40 to $11.
wioi:d have
preacher. tells tot lie
The Sun is the final arbiter In all
contest you want to know, and answer
In the evening serve* his sermon on
Planters' warebouse sold 7 Mids. "Home" toltnpleted a day devoted to hest' an Infidel leo for his mother
any and all questions.-regular con- quesitheos that may arise in eonnee
'The lemsoti for all to learn Is the
at $10 to 115:50.
cherished memories. Dr. Henry said
test eucyclopeeadia. ilis one* hours lion with the contest. Candidates by liprley
unrivalled Intlueroe a 'mother can
morning:
Warehouse
The
Loutsvitie
rooacco
Sunday
1
to
con1mpart
thew
is
published
in
it
agree
If
entering
to
midnight.
midnight
r re
her hild and let us pray
company issued the following review
"I would not underrate the in- have on
temnible for you to come to The Sun cut ions
it will be for good. Your
that
Goei
for
or
good.
for
of
tobacco
market.
the leaf
fluence of the father
The right Is reserved to alter thee.
office phone for the contest man and
goodness
"The steles on our niarket for one evil --yet it Is mainly the mother son may not realize )our
'rule's should necessity demand.
be will corn* where you are.
nntil after yon are
week amounted to 1.592 hogeheado who controls the home and imparts and •Influenee
Districts.
wou'd say that any man
gene, bet
327 IllOADWAT
PADUCAH, Sty.
Voting Limit.
The territory covered by The Stu elividtd as follows: Burley, 1446; dark to its atmosphere. As soon try to
had a good mother, no matter
who
exto
as
Greenland
In
oranges
346.
the
purposes
for
of.
divided
be
has
been
will
grow
candidate
Until May 20 no
has
may
become,
W.B. Mather in charge Watch Repair Department.
continues pert piety in a home with a frivolous. how depraved he
allowed to east more than 2,000 cer- this contest into three districts. as. "Dark - The market
heart the foopdation for
D, Lovas. &waver sad Jewelry Repair Department.
steady, with no recent change to re- prayeeess and fashion-loving mother. left In his
follows:
tified votes in any one day.
and a Qhristian life. Be
District 1 comprises all of the cite eort In values for any grade or type If she does not make Items attraetive repentance
The Paducah Swotting Great Popuare living.
to her children the eonverting grace kind to the mothers who
began with the °Seta! of Paducah north of tiro:pis:4%. In ilf dark tobacco."
larity Coat

For the Popular People of Paducah and Vicinity
HOW would' you like to win a REAL contest?
Read the details of this one and you will see
that it throws gloomy shadows on everything of like
nature that ever happened in Western Kentucky.

raluable real estate, splendid
jewels, fine piano, watches,
buggy,range,refrigerator and
other good - as- cash articles.

•

Anyfne of the above things may be yours if you
will --and will strongly enough. There's more than
$2,000 in it —see list in adjacent columns.

PUSH FOR PRIZES

6

'
Mothers Day Services Held.

•

I

OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS 1
J.L. Wolff

Jeweled

•••••

B.

Tell Your Cirocer to Send You Nothing But

CREAM MEAL
S
ES
W PROC
BRADLEY'S NE
Wil
heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
not

Manufactured Daily by

BRADLEY BR OS•
11111tirpoommialowitimiri

Paducah, Kentucky
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